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Abstract—Fuzzing is one of the most efficient technology for
vulnerability detection. Since the fuzzing process is computing-
intensive and the performance improved by algorithm optimiza-
tion is limited, recent research seeks to improve fuzzing perfor-
mance by utilizing parallel computing. However, parallel fuzzing
has to overcome challenges such as task conflicts, scalability
in a distributed environment, synchronization overhead, and
workload imbalance. In this paper, we design and implement
UniFuzz, a distributed fuzzing optimization based on a dynamic
centralized task scheduling. UniFuzz evaluates and distributes
seeds in a centralized manner to avoid task conflicts. It uses
a “request-response” scheme to dynamically distribute fuzzing
tasks, which avoids workload imbalance. Besides, UniFuzz can
adaptively switch the role of computing cores between evaluating,
and fuzzing, which avoids the potential bottleneck of seed
evaluation. To improve synchronization efficiency, UniFuzz shares
different fuzzing information in a different way according to their
characteristics, and the average overhead of synchronization is
only about 0.4%. We evaluated UniFuzz with real-world pro-
grams, and the results show that UniFuzz outperforms state-of-
the-art tools, such as AFL, PAFL and EnFuzz. Most importantly,
the experiment reveals a counter-intuitive result that parallel
fuzzing can achieve a super-linear acceleration to the single-
core fuzzing. We made a detailed explanation and proved it with
additional experiments. UniFuzz also discovered 16 real-world
vulnerabilities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Software vulnerability, which can cause serious conse-
quences, is a significant threat to information systems [1, 2].
In recent years, serious vulnerabilities in modern software and
OS exploited by attackers ramp up. Security analysts from
large companies and research organizations leverage a huge
amount of resources to discover vulnerabilities from their
products, which is usually resource-hungry, time-consuming,
and labor-intensive. Among various of techniques, fuzzing is
the most efficient and practical approach to detect software
vulnerabilities, which is widely used to test multi-threaded
programs [3–5], libraries [6], kernel code [7–9], protocols
[10, 11], and smart contracts [12, 13].
Fuzzing usually generates massive random test cases to
run the target program and monitors running crashes to report
vulnerabilities. To thoroughly test a program, we need to
generate countless test cases, and for each test case, we
have to execute the program at least once [14, 15]. This
process is very computing-intensive, making fuzzing usually
cost many hours of computation, even days or months. For
situations where a program is urgent to be released to the
public, it is always unacceptable. Therefore, fuzzing requires
noticeable performance improvement to meet the timeliness of
vulnerability detection.
Most researches improve fuzzing performance by designing
novel algorithms [16–18]. These algorithms gain performance
promotion by optimizing the core mechanism of fuzzing,
including seed generation [19–22], mutation strategy [22–25],
seed prioritization [20, 26, 27], etc. However, the performance
improved by algorithms is limited. Referring to the evaluation
of some prevalent AFL-based fuzzers (such as Fairfuzz [16],
AFLFast.new [17], and FidgetyAFL [18]), on average, they
only get an efficiency promotion of around 15% [16] com-
paring to original AFL. And this figure not only varies with
different fuzzres, but also presents a radical float on distinct
target programs. For example, FairFuzz gets a promotion of
13.6% when exercising tcpdump, while FidgetyAFL merely
gets 3.8% [16]. Moreover, the performance of FairFuzz tar-
geting at xmllint is better than AFL, up to 32.7%, while only
12.9% when it comes to objdump [16].
Another research direction to increase fuzzing performance
is utilizing parallel computing resources to process fuzzing
workloads concurrently. Since fuzzing workloads do not have
much data dependency, we can foresee a great performance
increasement in parallel fuzzing. For example, Google’s OSS-
Fuzz leverages more than 25,000 machines that process ten
trillion test inputs a day on an average and has found about
16,000 bugs in Chrome and about 11,000 bugs in over 160
open source projects during the past two years [28]. For the
ideal situation, we can increase 100% performance by doubling
the computing resources. However, in reality, the performance
of parallel fuzzing is limited by four major challenges.
(1) Task conflicts. The straightforward design of parallel
fuzzing is instantiating multiple fuzzing instances and sharing
interesting seeds among different fuzzing instances, such as
the parallel mode of AFL (noted as AFL-P), and the inter-
machine version Roving [29] and disfuzz [30]. However, in
such an architecture, different fuzzing instances may mutate
the same seeds and generate redundant (identical) test cases,
causing task conflicts, which will lead to severe waste of
computing resources. To alleviate task conflicts, some works,
such as P-fuzz [31] and PAFL [32], try to synchronize fuzzing
information among fuzzing instances, which introduces the
second challenge.
(2) Synchronization overhead. In parallel fuzzing, various
fuzzing information can be shared among fuzzing instances
to increase fuzzing performance, such as seeds, coverage,
hangs, crashes, etc. However, the runtime overhead of syn-
chronization inevitably deducts the overall performance, and
such performance deduction gets severe with the increase of
fuzzing instances. Thus, what information to share and how to
share is another challenge in parallel fuzzing, especially in a
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distributed environment. To alleviate the performance deduc-
tion, some work [29–31, 33] adopt periodical synchronization
to achieve a tradeoff between effectiveness and efficiency; P-
fuzz [31] uses a centralized architecture based on a database to
facilitate the synchronization. To some extent, the requirement
of synchronization limits the system scalability.
(3) Scalability in a distributed environment. Most state-
of-the-art parallel fuzzers are limited to a single-machine
mode, such as AFL-P, PAFL [32], and EnFuzz [33], which has
poor scalability. This is because they rely on the file system
on a single machine to share seeds among fuzzing instances.
Another factor that limits scalability is the way that fuzzing
tasks are distributed. For example, PAFL [32] separates seeds
by grouping branches in the bitmap and assigning them to
different fuzzing instances, limiting the number of fuzzing
instances. Besides, with the increasing of fuzzing instances,
large bunches of new seeds can over-burden the system, and
the seed evaluation (deduplication) can be a bottleneck of the
system, which also limits the scalability.
(4) Workload imbalance. When dispatching fuzzing tasks
to different fuzzing instances via a static strategy, the workload
imbalance is another challenge. For example, PAFL [32]
assigns workloads by grouping branches according to the
coverage bitmap. P-fuzz [31] marks seeds with flags and
timestamps and assigns seeds to different fuzzer instances
for testing until the instances get killed or exit unexpectedly.
Such static distribution strategies can alleviate task conflicts
by making fuzzer instances have different seeds. However,
they are incapable of adjusting seeds among fuzzing instances.
Besides, such strategies do not take into account the comput-
ing capacity. For example, AFL-P and PAFL [32] are only
designed for the multi-core parallel fuzzing within a single
machine, which assumes the computing capability of all cores
are equal and assigns equal workloads to each core. However,
for a distributed fuzzing environment, each computing core
might have a different computing capability. Such a static
strategy might aggravate the workload imbalance.
To overcome the above challenges, we present UniFuzz, an
optimization for distributed fuzzing via a dynamic centralized
task scheduling. UniFuzz evaluates and distributes seeds in a
centralized manner to avoid task conflicts and increase perfor-
mance. It collects the new seeds from all the fuzzing instances
to filter out the duplicates and sort them based on the evalu-
ation. To overcome the scalability challenge, UniFuzz utilizes
a dynamic task distribution instead of dividing tasks with a
fixed strategy. UniFuzz dynamically distributes tasks to fuzzing
instances with a “request-response” scheme according to their
computing capability, which avoids imbalance. To improve
the performance of synchronization, UniFuzz adopts different
schemes for different fuzzing information. It shares the light-
weight fuzzing status directly via the database and maintains
a local map in each fuzzing instance to cache the seeds, which
avoids copying every time. For the rapidly changing coverage
information, UniFuzz uses a reconstruction scheme by dry-
running the corresponding seed, which avoids occupying the
bandwidth of the database synchronization. To overcome the
evaluation bottleneck, UniFuzz classifies the computing cores
into evaluating nodes and fuzzing nodes. Evaluating nodes
filter out duplicates by hash value and coverage information,
while the fuzzing nodes run fuzzing instances to run the tests.
The number of each group dynamically changes according
to the number of seeds to be evaluated. With new paths
triggered, and many new seeds that need evaluation constantly
uploaded, the number of evaluating nodes increases; otherwise,
the number of fuzzing nodes increases to reinforce testing. The
adaptive coordinating of the two-node groups can avoid the
scalability problem and achieve the best fuzzing performance.
In summary, we make the following contributions in this paper:
We propose a novel centralized dynamic task scheduling
for parallel fuzzing in a distributed environment. By sepa-
rating scheduling from fuzzing, the scheduler can dynamically
distribute fuzzing tasks to fuzzing instance efficiently, which
avoids task conflicts and workload imbalance. We propose a
dynamic evaluating instance expanding scheme to switching
the role of computing cores between evaluating and fuzzing,
which overcomes the evaluation bottleneck and improves the
overall system performance. To improve synchronization effi-
ciency, we use three hierarchies of information sharing based
on the characteristics of different fuzzing information.
We implement our design and evaluate it on large-
scale experiments. We implement a tool called UniFuzz
and conduct experiments on 12 real-world programs with
computing cores ranging from 1 to 128. Results show that
UniFuzz has better performance than state-of-the-art tools such
as AFL, PAFL an EnFuzz. The overhead of synchronization is
about 0.4%. UniFuzz also discovered 16 vulnerabilities from
real-world programs and Google fuzzer-test-suite.
We achieve a counter-intuitive super-linear accelera-
tion. Intuitively, parallel fuzzing should only get a sub-linear
acceleration. For example, parallel fuzzing with four nodes
for one hour only theoretically has the same performance
as fuzzing with one node for four hours. In reality, the
former should perform less good as the latter owing to the
cost of synchronization and task distribution. However, our
experiments show that the optimized parallelism of fuzzing
can overcome this limitation. We made a detailed explanation
and proved it with additional experiments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
reviews the background knowledge of parallel fuzzing and
AFL. Section 3 introduces the design of centralized dynamic
task scheduling and illustrates the key techniques we adopt.
Section 4 introduces how we implement UniFuzz. Section 5
presents the evaluation of UniFuzz. Section 6 discusses the
performance of Unifuzz and explains the experiment results.
Section 7 surveys related works and is followed by conclu-
sions.
II. BACKGROUND
A. American Fuzzy Lop
AFL (American fuzzy lop) [34] is the state-of-the-art
coverage-based greybox fuzzer, and many state-of-the-art grey-
box fuzzers [26, 37–39] are built on top of it. AFL uses
lightweight instrumentation to capture basic block transitions
and gain coverage information during run-time. Then it selects
a seed from the seed queue and mutates the seed to generate
testcases. If a testcase exercises a new path, it is added to the
queue as a new seed. AFL favors seeds that triggered new paths
and give them preference over the non-favored ones. Compared
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF PARALLEL FUZZERS
Shared data Synchronization
Program Seeds Crashes Hangs Fuzzer stats Coverage sync method sync time Inter-machine Task conflicts
AFL-P [34] X share memory update after fuzz one() × X
Roving [29] X X X X master node periodical update X X
disfuzz [30] X X X X master node periodical update X X
PAFL [32] X X share memory periodical update × ×
Li et.al. [35] X master node periodical update X ×
Clusterfuzz [36] X X X X cloud resource – X ×
EnFuzz [33] X X X share memory periodical update × ×
P-fuzz [31] X X database periodical update X ×
UniFuzz X X X X X database live update X ×
to other instrumented fuzzers, AFL has a modest performance
overhead. The feedback-driven coverage mechanism of AFL
is stated in Algorithm 1. The process of AFL testing includes
the following steps: (1) AFL selects a seed from the seed list
based on their priority information; (2) AFL assigns energy
(i.e., the number of times to mutate the seed) to the seed and
mutates the seed to generate a batch of test cases (inputs); (3)
AFL tests the program with the generated cases, and collects
the coverage information; (4) AFL will add a test case into the
seed queue if the test case finds a new state.
Algorithm 1 AFL’s feedback-driven coverage mechanism
Require: Initial Seeds Set S
Tc ← ∅
Q← S
repeat
Choose s from Q
energy ← AssignEnergy(s)
for i from 1 to energy do
t← Mutate(s)
res← Execute(t)
if res == CRASH then
add t to Tc
else if IsInteresting(res) then
add t to Q
end if
end for
until timeout reached or abort-signal
Ensure: Tc
Edge coverage. AFL obtains the execution trace and
calculates the edge coverage by instrumenting the PUT at
compile time. It inserts random numbers for each branch
jump at compile-time and collects these inserted numbers from
the register at run-time to identify the basic block transition.
Edge coverage is more delicate and sensitive than basic block
coverage as it takes into account the transition between basic
blocks. It is also more scalable than path coverage as it avoids
path explosion.
Seed prioritization. AFL leverages the edge-coverage
information to select seeds. It maintains a seed queue and
fuzzes the seed within it one by one. It labels some seeds
as “favored” when they execute fast and are small in size.
AFL uses a bitmap with edges as keys and top-rate seeds as
values to maintain the best performance seeds for each edge. It
selects favored seeds from the top_rated queue and gives
these seeds preference over the non-favored ones by giving the
favored one more fuzzing chances.
Mutation strategies. AFL has two categories of muta-
tion strategies: deterministic strategies and non-deterministic
strategies. First, the deterministic strategies leverage mutators
based on bit-flip, arithmetic, token, dictionary, and interest
values to mutate the seeds with different granularity sequen-
tially. After doing deterministic strategies, AFL introduces
non-deterministic strategies, including the havoc stage and
splice stage. In the havoc stage, AFL mutates the seed by
randomly choosing a sequence of mutation operators from the
deterministic strategies and apply them to random locations in
the seed file. As a result, the generated testcase is significantly
different from the original seed. Then, AFL uses the splice
strategy to randomly choose another seed from the seed queue
and recombine it with the current seed to generate a new seed.
Then, the havoc strategies are re-implemented to the new seed.
Power schedule. In the deterministic stage, mutation strate-
gies are involved sequentially, but in the non-deterministic
stage, AFL can assign energy to the seed to decide the
fuzzing chances of each seed. The energy is assigned according
to the performance score of each seed, which is based on
coverage (prioritize inputs that cover more paths), execution
time (prioritize inputs that execute faster), and discovery time
(prioritize inputs discovered later). Particularly, if the testcase
exercises a new path, AFL will double the energy assigned.
AFL also supports the parallel mode to improve the testing
efficiency, where AFL can utilize multi-core to test the pro-
grams in one machine. In the parallel mode, each instance of
AFL binds a core and periodically re-scan the top-level sync
directory for any test cases found in other instances. According
to this, AFL realizes the sharing mechanism of seeds between
different cores. Considering these advantages, we determine to
realize our design based on AFL.
B. Parallel Fuzzing
Parallel fuzzing has been proposed for years. It evolves
from a naive method, i.e., simply running multiple fuzzer
instances with the same target simultaneously. Some take this
one step further, and they share seeds between these fuzzer
instances. That is how the parallel mode of AFL, Roving [29],
and disfuzz [30] work. The improvement of the naive method
is the multi-core parallel fuzzing. They start to schedule tasks
between fuzzing instances to alleviate task conflicts. However,
their parallelism is limited by the number of cores in a
machine. Distributed Fuzzing extends parallelism to multiple
computing machines connected by a network, which can utilize
more computing resources.
Details of some representative parallel fuzzers are shown
in Table I. The main difference among these fuzzers lies in the
shared data type, whether it supports multi-machine, whether
there exist task conflicts, and how to synchronize data. For
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parallel fuzzing, all these works are trying to answer the
following three questions:
What information to share? Naive approaches just share
seeds among fuzzer instances. For example, AFL-P parallelizes
the fuzzing job by simply initializing multiple instances with
-M or -S command-line arguments. Each instance checks the
top-level sync directory if there are any new interesting seeds
discovered by others and keeps the seed queue synchronized
with the main node. By merely sharing seeds, they can make
multiple fuzzing instances work together. However, sharing
seeds is not enough. Liang et al. [32] find that the advanced
optimizations of AFL in parallel mode do not perform well as
excepted, though these fuzzers have better performance than
the original AFL. This is because of the task conflicts. Thus,
the fuzzing status information should also be shared to filter out
the duplicates. Based on this observation, Liang et al. develop
the guiding information synchronization mechanism to share
information such as path frequency [40] and the branch hit
count [16], etc. EnFuzz [33] shares seeds as well as fuzzing
status. Differently, EnFuzz shares information among diverse
fuzzing instances (e.g., AFL, AFLFast, FairFuzz, QSYM,
and libFuzzer). Thus, the fuzzing status has to be common
data (such as coverage information) that can be identified by
different fuzzing instances.
How to share the information? It depends on whether it
is multi-core parallelism or distributed parallelism. For multi-
core parallel fuzzing on a single machine, they can leverage
file system, shared-memory, and semaphores for data sharing.
In the parallel mode of AFL, a fuzzer instance periodically
scans another fuzzing instance’s directory for newly discovered
seeds and copies them to its local seed directory. PAFL [32]
leverages shared memory to share fuzzing status. For the dis-
tributed parallel fuzzing, data sharing is carried out by network
transmission or database. For example, P-fuzz [31] proposes a
database-centric architecture, which uses a key-value database
to share fuzzing information such as seeds and coverage
bitmap. Each fuzzing core reads and writes the database for
communication. However, the runtime overhead of information
sharing among different fuzzing instances inevitably deducts
the overall performance, and the way of information sharing
limits the scalability.
How to distribute the workload? Naive approaches do
not provide a task scheduling mechanism. Instead, by sharing
seeds, a fuzzing instance can share some work of other fuzzing
instances. However, a seed being fuzzed by multiple instances
means redundant work. PAFL and P-fuzz schedule tasks using
the shared fuzzing status. For example, PAFL divides coverage
bitmap to several regions and assigns each fuzzing instance
a region. By doing so, they can distribute seeds to different
fuzzing instances according to their coverage region to avoid
task conflict [32]. However, this distribution is static and can
not be changed once fuzzing is started. As a result, this can
cause workload imbalance. In P-fuzz, a seed is dynamically
assigned to just one fuzzing instance. Thus, it has the same
load imbalance problem.
III. DESIGN
To overcome these challenges, we propose a distributed
fuzzing optimization based on a centralized dynamic task
scheduling strategy. In this section, we give an overview of
our design and present the key techniques we adopted.
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Fig. 1. The design of distributed fuzzing with a centralized dynamic task
scheduling.
As Fig. 1 shows, the architecture of our design consists
of four components: a scheduler, a database, the fuzzing in-
stances, and the evaluating instances. As a distributed system,
the computing cores are divided into four kinds. The main
node works as a scheduler, a node holding the database to
share the fuzzing data, the nodes evaluate the new seeds and
filter out the duplicates, and the nodes to conduct the fuzzing
execution. It worth noting that the role of the evaluating nodes
and the fuzzing nodes can dynamically switch when necessary
to alleviate the over-burden of seed evaluation and achieve the
best performance.
• The Scheduler is built in the main node, responsible
for scheduling evaluating nodes, sorting the seeds in a
queue, processing requests from the fuzzing instances,
and dispatching fuzzing tasks. We will introduce the
scheme of scheduling in section III-B.
• The Database is used to store and share fuzzing data
(e.g., seeds, fuzzing status). Each fuzzing instance
connects to the database to synchronize fuzzing in-
formation and seeds. We will introduce the synchro-
nization scheme in section III-C.
• The evaluating instance works to process the new
seeds to filter out the duplicates from the database. The
evaluating instances are dynamically switched from
the fuzzing instances based on the requirement of the
evaluating tasks. We will introduce this scheme in
section III-D.
• The fuzzing instance is responsible for running test
cases and mutating seeds. They download task seeds
assigned by the scheduler from the database and
upload new seeds to the database. A majority of the
computing cores are used to run fuzzing instances.
Both of the evaluating instances and the fuzzing instances
are connected with the scheduler and the database. The
scheduler dispatches evaluating tasks to evaluating instances
and dispatches fuzzing tasks to fuzzing instance. Meanwhile,
the evaluating instances remove the duplicate seeds from the
database, and the fuzzing instances download unique seeds
from the database. This centralized scheduling separates task
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scheduling from fuzzing, which can alleviate the task conflict
problem and extend single-machine parallel fuzzing to multiple
machines in a distributed environment.
In the rest of this paper, we define the following concept
to facilitate the description of our approach.
- Fuzzing task, the amount of workload the scheduler
assigns to a fuzzing instance. It contains two kinds of
information: the index of seed (i.e., the hash value)
and an integer indicating how many times the seed
should be mutated (i.e., the energy).
- Fuzzing status, which determines the priority of seed
and times it should be fuzzed. The fuzzing status
is evaluated mainly by times it has been fuzzed,
including the depth—the generation of the seed from
the initial seed, handicap—fuzzing cycles the queue
has been done, and bitmap size—the number of seeds’
bits used for mutation. The detailed calculation is
based on calculate_score() in AFL.
A. Workflow of Our Design
Fuzzing 
instances
Scheduler
request: task
update: seeds
seeds to be 
evaluated
upload: 
evaluated-seed
download
update
download:
seeds&fuzzing
status
 response: task
request
 response
upload
one request cycle
upload:seeds&
fuzzing status
... ...
Evaluating
 instances Database
upload: 
evaluated-seed
seeds to be 
evaluated
execution
... ...
prioritize
 seeds
prioritize
 seeds
execution
start: upload
initial seeds
Fig. 2. Working procedure of centralized task scheduling.
To optimize the performance of parallel fuzzing, we pro-
pose to use a centralized dynamic task scheduling to filter
out the duplicate seeds and extend single-machine parallel
fuzzing to the multi-machine mode in a distributed environ-
ment. Specifically, the centralized dynamic task scheduling is
realized by a scheduler and a high throughput database. As
Fig. 2 shows, the whole process starts from the scheduler
downloading seeds from the database and prioritize them in
a seed queue. Then, the fuzzing tasks are distributed in a
“request-response” manner. Each fuzzing node sends a request
to the scheduler for a fuzzing task. The scheduler responds to
the fuzzing node with a task specification (i.e., the fuzzing
task), including the seed index and the number of mutations.
With the seed index, the fuzzing instance downloads the seed
from the database and conducts the fuzzing tests. Once a
new seed is discovered during the tests, the fuzzing instance
will upload the seed with its corresponding fuzzing status to
the database. Meanwhile, the scheduler allocates evaluating
instances according to the number of seeds to be evaluated.
Evaluating instances download seeds from the database to filter
out duplicates and remove them from the database.
B. Centralized Task Scheduling
Algorithm 2 The working procedure of the scheduler
Request Queue← ∅
Seed Queue← ∅
while True do
if receive new seeds from fuzzing instances then
Evaluating Nodes← allocate node(new seeds)
evaluated seeds← evaluate(Evaluating Nodes, new seeds)
Database← upload(evaluated seeds)
end if
for seed in evaluated seeds do
fuzzing status← get from database(seed)
Seed Queue← update queue(seed, fuzzing status)
end for
if receive request from fuzzing instance then
Request Queue.push back(request)
seed id← Seed Queue.pop front()
energy ← perform score(seed id)
fuzzer ← get next request fuzzer(Request Queue)
dispatch task(seed id, energy, fuzzer)
end if
end while
We use a centralized task scheduling scheme to dispatch
fuzzing tasks to different fuzzing instances. The task dis-
patching is handled by a scheduler in the main node. From
the perspective of the scheduler, each time a new seed is
discovered by the fuzzing instances, the seed will be stored in
the database and evaluated by the evaluating instance. Then,
the scheduler prioritizes seeds in a seed queue according to
their fuzzing status (i.e., how important a seed is and how many
times it has been fuzzed). On the side of a fuzzing instance,
the task dispatching is based on a dynamic contending scheme.
Each fuzzing instance would request for a fuzzing task as soon
as it is free. The scheduler stores the requests in a queue. Then
it selects the seed with the highest priority and responses it
to the next fuzzing request in the request queue. Under this
scheme, important tasks would be done first. The working
procedure of the scheduler is shown in Algorithm 2.
C. Information Synchronization Scheme
For parallel fuzzing, information synchronization has al-
ways been a challenge. We have to take into account both the
effectiveness and efficiency when synchronizing information
among fuzzing instances. In our design, we use a database in-
stead of the file system to synchronize the fuzzing information.
This is because the file-based synchronization does not scale
well in a multi-machine mode [2].
We mainly synchronize three kinds of information among
fuzzing instances: seeds, fuzzing status, and coverage informa-
tion. According to the characteristics of each information kind
and how it is used, we propose three schemes to synchronize
the information, and meanwhile, keep a low-performance de-
duction. Experiments show that our tool can scale to at least
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128 nodes with an average synchronization overhead of only
0.4%.
Fuzzing status direct sharing. The fuzzing status is used by
the scheduler to prioritize seeds for scheduling fuzzing tasks.
Although the fuzzing status is stored along with the seeds in
the database, fuzzing status is much different from seeds, and
we separate the use of fuzzing status from the corresponding
seeds. The size of a seed is usually several KB or more, while
the size of fuzzing status is much smaller; Seeds are used by
fuzzing instances and can be updated incrementally, while the
scheduler only uses fuzzing status; Seeds are constant once
they are written in the database, while the fuzzing status is
updated each time the seed is fuzzed, which is much more
often. Thus, for such light-weight but often-used data, we
share it directly via the database. The scheduler dispatches
tasks based on the fuzzing status instead of the real seeds. It
only maintains a light-weight queue to prioritize the seeds,
which will greatly reduce the scheduler’s network pressure
when dispatching fuzzing tasks.
Seed caching. For seeds that are relatively heavy-weight
and constant, we reduce the synchronization overhead via a
local cache. We generate a hash value and use it as an index
to identify the seed in the database. Then, we maintain a
local map (key-value hash map) as a cache of seeds in the
memory of each fuzzing instance. When scheduling a fuzzing
task, since each fuzzing instance is assigned explicitly with
which seed to fuzz, we use the local map to only retrieve the
miss-hit seed from the database to avoid copying every time.
Specifically, we modify the functions to read and write seeds
in AFL to redirect the seed accesses. A seed read will refer
to the local map first and only download the seed from the
database when it does not exist in the local map. Similarly, the
seed write will upload the seed to the database and maintain a
copy in the local map at the same time. We abandon the seed
queue for the local seeds in each fuzzing instance and move
the scheduling scheme to the scheduler.
Coverage reconstruction. In AFL, coverage information is
manifested by a bitmap compressed as high-density raw data
(e.g., the 64KB bitmap in AFL). We do not share coverage
information directly because the coverage information changes
rapidly and frequently. For example, AFL may alter the bitmap
on each execution of a test case. Besides, it is easy to cause
conflicts when multiple fuzzing instances update coverage
information simultaneously. Thus, we use a scheme called
bitmap reconstruction to share coverage information among
fuzzing instances. Reconstruction means to dry-run the PUT
with seeds once again. Each time a fuzzing instance gets a
new seed, it re-executes the program with the seed to update its
local bitmap coverage. In this way, the bitmap is reconstructed
by each fuzzing node independently without conflicts, and the
coverage information is easy to be acquired by each fuzzing
instance. Obviously, the overhead of reconstruction is trivial.
More importantly, coverage reconstruction is scalable.
Instant synchronization. Different from periodical synchro-
nization in other works [29–31, 33, 35], our approach achieves
instant synchronization. Every time a new seed is discovered
and uploaded to the database, along with the fuzzing status,
both are instantly accessible to all the fuzzing instances. Every
time it is needed for the coverage information, it can be recon-
structed from the seed without waiting for synchronization.
D. Dynamic Seeds Evaluation
A bottleneck of centralized task scheduling is the heavy
burden of seed evaluation when many new seeds need evalu-
ating. The experiment shows that seeds evaluation pressure can
depress up to 50% performance when the path number of the
PUT is beyond 40K. To alleviate such limitation, we propose to
shifting some of the seeds evaluation work from the scheduler
to professional evaluating nodes. Moreover, such evaluation
nodes are dynamically allocated according to the number of
seeds to be evaluated.
Dynamic evaluation expanding. Whenever a fuzzing in-
stance uploads new seeds to the database, the scheduler will
receive an “update” signal and initiates an evaluating thread to
deduplicate seeds and terminates the thread when the seeds are
to be evaluated come to none. However, when too many new
seeds flood into the scheduler, the scheduler will alleviate the
over-burden by shifting some fuzzing instance to temporarily
evaluate these new seeds, namely dynamically converting
fuzzing instances to evaluation instances. The invocation of the
dynamic evaluation expanding scheme depends on the number
of unevaluated seeds in the scheduler. The scheduler checks
the number of unevaluated seeds and adjusts the number of
evaluating instances at intervals. We use a threshold to control
the interval. Intuitively, a lower threshold will invoke the ad-
justment easily and frequently, which will waste the computing
resources. In comparison, a higher threshold will cause new
seeds to heap up and depress the overall performance. We
empirically set this threshold as 1000 request cycles, which
means the scheduler rechecks the number of seeds to be
evaluated and adjusts the evaluating instances every time the
scheduler has received 1000 “update” signals.
As Algorithm 3 shows, the number of evaluating
instances that would be expanded is estimated by the
number of new_seeds_to_evaluate divides the
evaluate_speed. evaluate_speed is a dynamic
statistical value based on the average number of seeds that
have been evaluated in a second. We use unique_rate as
an estimation of the previous deduplication performance to
expect how many duplicate seeds would be removed, which
can help to adjust the number of evaluating instances. For
each evaluating instance that has been expanded, the flag
is changed from “fuzzing” to “evaluating”, indicating the
instance would request seeds from new_seeds_queue to
evaluate rather prioritized_seed_queue to fuzz. If the
number of seeds in new_seeds_queue decreases is lower
than the threshold, the flag would be reset to “fuzzing” to
shrink the evaluating instances.
Filter out duplicate seeds. In a parallel fuzzing system,
different fuzzing instances may mutate the same seed and
generate redundant (identical) test cases, causing task conflicts,
which will lead to severe waste of computing resources.
An effective way to avoid such a situation and improve
fuzzing performance is filtering out duplicate seeds. In our
design, we conduct deduplication in two steps. First, we use
the hash value of seeds to remove identical seeds. This method
is simple and efficient. However, it is ineffective to identify
different seeds that exercise the same execution path. To solve
this problem, in the second step, we use the bitmap to compare
the coverage. By reconstructing seeds’ coverage information,
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Algorithm 3 Dynamic evaluating instance expanding
updates← 0
while True do
if receive new seeds from fuzzing instances then
updates← updates+ 1
end if
if updates > 1000 then
eval nodes← new seeds toevaluate/evaluate speed
unique rate← total evaluated seeds/unique seeds num
if eval nodes > unique rate/2 then
eval nodes← unique rate/2
end if
if eval nodes 6 2 then
eval nodes← 2
end if
updates← 0
end if
for each node in eval nodes do
node.flag ← “evaluating′′
end for
end while
we can distinguish whether it triggers a new path. We discard
new seeds that do not extend coverage and keep the rest. In
our approach, the first step is cheap and suitable for most
cases, while the second step is expensive but can refine the
deduplication to a deep level.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
Based on the design of the dynamic centralized schedul-
ing, we implement a distributed fuzzing tool called UniFuzz.
UniFuzz is built on top of AFL (version 2.52b) by adding
3500 lines of C code. The scheduler, which controls instances
to alter between fuzzing and evaluating, is implemented in
C language. It communicates with fuzzing instances based
on TCP, which is realized by socket and directs instances
to do fuzzing or evaluating. Since the socket communication
based on TCP is blocked, it is unable to handle the instances
concurrent requests. For solving this problem, we apt for
select (an interface of system call) to handle the requests from
multi-instances, which performs better in current processing
with non-blocking. Besides, we call pthread (a multiple thread
library) to initiate new threads to evaluate the seed queue and
use “lock” to maintain status information, avoiding multiple
threads competition for data. The database is built on Mon-
goDB, which is used to store seeds as well as their fuzzing
status. All of the other parts, including scheduler, fuzzing
instances, and evaluating instances, use libmongoc to interact
with the database. The fuzzing instances are implemented
based on AFL. The evaluating instance is self-implemented
by C-language.
We will make the source code of UniFuzz and the raw data
of our experiment publicly available online after the double-
blind review process, hoping to foster future research on this
topic.
V. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate UniFuzz from aspects including
path coverage, acceleration efficiency, the capability of expos-
ing crashes, and synchronization overhead.
Target Programs. We select 12 real-word programs from
Google fuzzer-test-suite and other papers, which are shown
in Table II. The programs we select are relatively large,
facilitating the comparison of different tools in large-scale
parallel fuzzing before coverage saturation. The types of file
formats handled by these programs are plentiful, including
ELF, MP4, TIFF, and PDF.
TABLE II. THE CONFIGURATION OF TARGET PROGRAMS
Subjects Version Format
boringssl @@ 2016-02-12 lib
freetype @@ 2017 font
libcxx @@ 2017-01-27 lib
libxml @@ libxml2-v2.9.2 xml
re2 @@ 2014-12-09 lib
size @@ Binutils-2.34 elf
readelf -a @@ Binutils-2.34 elf
avconv -y -i @@ -f null Libav-12.3 mp4
infotocap @@ ncurses-6.1 text
pdftotext @@ /dev/null xpdf-4.02 pdf
tiff2bw @@ /dev/null tiff-4.1 tiff
ffmpeg -i @@ ffmpeg-4.1.3 mp4
Compared tools. Among the known parallel fuzzers listed
in Table I, most are uncomparable due to various reasons. AFL-
P [34], PAFL [32], and EnFuzz [33] are limited to single-
machine mode. EnFuzz [33] and disfuzz [30] are unworkable.
Roving [29] crashes during execution. PAFL [32] is close-
sourced. Clusterfuzz [36] cannot provide status data (e.g., paths
or seeds) to conduct a comparison. To conduct a relatively fair
comparison, we select AFL as a baseline and self-implement
PAFL and EnFuzz to conduct a comparison. However, since
PAFL and EnFuzz cannot support multi-machine mode, we
propose a criterion called computation resource, which is the
product of computing cores and testing hours. We define one
unit of computation resource as a core multiplied by an hour.
In this way, for tools that do not support multi-machine mode,
when testing cores beyond a single machine, we extend the
fuzzing time to compensate the cores. For example, a 128-core
test can be equally replaced by a 16-core machine running for
8 hours.
Configuration. We use UniFuzz, PAFL, and Enfuzz to fuzz
each program for 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 units of computation
resources, respectively. Each experiment is repeated three
times to reduce the effects of randomness. Particularly, we
select the single-mode of AFL to run for 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and
128 hours as the baseline. Moreover, for the five programs
from Google fuzzer-test-suite, we choose the seeds provided
by them as the initial seeds. For the other programs, we select
the corresponding seeds from the testcases directory in AFL.
Our experiments were conducted on machines of an Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v4 @ 2.10GHz with 32 cores, running
a 64-bit CentOS Linux release 7.7.1908 (Core). Notably, the
total time of our experiments is more than 1512 CPU days.
A. Path Coverage
We use path coverage as the main criterion to measure the
performance of these fuzzing tools. Fig. 3 plots the average
number of paths discovered by these tools throughout 3 runs
in different computation resources. From Fig. 3, the path
coverage reached by each tool is rising as the increase of
computation resources. For example, for the baseline AFL-
single-core, it found 2,538, 2,786, 3,270, 4,173, 6,257 and
8,044 paths in 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 units of computation
resources in freetype.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of path coverage reached by different tools with the same computation resources.
TABLE III. PATH COVERAGE INCREASEMENT OF UNIFUZZ COMPARED TO BASELINE WITH SAME COMPUTATION RESOURCES.
Program 4 units 8 units 16 units 32 units 64 units 128 units
boringssl 1,100(1.06x) 1,162(1.02x) 1,233(1.02x) 1,411(1.03x) 1,457(1.00x) 1,544(1.04x)
freetype 2,895(1.14x) 3,230(1.16x) 3,566(1.09x) 5,644(1.35x) 8,601(1.37x) 13,221(1.64x)
libcxx 3,985(0.96x) 5,260(1.16x) 5,840(1.21x) 8,740(1.59x) 10,458(1.79x) 11,230(1.81x)
libxml 3,031(1.82x) 3,589(1.90x) 4,314(1.97x) 6,042(2.13x) 6,567(1.81x) 7,599(1.89x)
re2 3,919(1.11x) 4,359(1.06x) 4,625(1.00x) 4,956(0.99x) 5,104(0.95x) 5,134(0.93x)
size 1,387(1.49x) 2,015(1.38x) 2,212(1.21x) 2,972(1.27x) 3,288(1.13x) 3,762(1.12x)
readelf 2,962(1.36x) 4,338(1.46x) 5,990(1.46x) 7,831(1.24x) 11,443(1.21x) 13,423(1.24x)
avconv 3,205(0.85x) 3,701(0.92x) 3,983(0.88x) 4,518(0.84x) 5,999(0.96x) 8,143(1.10x)
infotocap 1,158(0.82x) 1,644(0.85x) 2,293(0.91x) 2,871(0.95x) 3,887(1.21x) 4,544(1.30x)
pdftotext 1,321(1.34x) 1,414(1.09x) 1,455(1.01x) 1,621(1.06x) 1,695(1.06x) 1,826(1.11x)
tiff2bw 1,018(0.75x) 1,652(0.87x) 2,757(1.09x) 3,009(1.11x) 3,161(1.07x) 3,585(1.15x)
ffmpeg 2,766(1.00x) 3,082(0.96x) 5,647(1.44x) 6,126(0.91x) 7,445(0.89x) 10,457(0.95x)
Average increase 1.09x 1.13x 1.19x 1.19x 1.20x 1.28x
Among these tools, UniFuzz reaches the highest path
coverage in most 10/12 programs (e.g., readelf, ffmpeg, and
size), outperforming the other three tools. Particularly, com-
pared with the baseline AFL-single-core, UniFuzz performs
better than AFL-single-core on eight programs with the same
computation resources, such as on boringssl, freetype, libcxx,
and readelf. However, the other two tools do not reach the
higher path coverage than that of AFL-single-core. Especially
PAFL, AFL-single-core discovers more paths than PAFL on
almost all programs in the same computation resources. In
fact, PAFL and EnFuzz have advantages over UniFuzz from
two aspects. First, PAFL and EnFuzz optimize the schedul-
ing algorithm or mutation strategy, which makes them more
efficient than UniFuzz in schedule and mutation. Second,
though, based on an equal computation resource comparison,
PAFL and EnFuzz are actually running with fewer cores and
more time than UniFuzz due to the single-machine limitation,
which alleviates the overhead of large-scale parallelism. Thus,
the reason that UniFuzz outperforms PAFL and EnFuzz is
the optimization in the parallel mechanism, particularly the
overhead of synchronization.
Furthermore, to compare UniFuzz with AFL-single-core
in detail, we list the detailed path coverage of UniFuzz in
Table III. Particularly, we calculate the improved ratio of
the path coverage reached by UniFuzz and that reached by
AFL-single-core. From Table III, UniFuzz reaches higher path
coverage than AFL-single-core on most programs from 4 units
to 128 units. Moreover, with the increasing of computation
resources, the average speedup of UniFuzz to AFL-single-core
increases from 1.09x to 1.28x, which demonstrates a super-
linear performance acceleration in UniFuzz. We will explain
this in the next subsection.
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TABLE IV. THE NUMBER OF TEST CASES GENERATED BY UNIFUZZ COMPARED TO AFL-SINGLE-CORE WITH SAME COMPUTATION RESOURCES
Program 4 units 8 units 16 units 32 units 64 units 128 units
boringssl 12.99M(0.95x) 25.17M(0.98x) 35.90M(0.82x) 92.43M(1.05x) 123.10M(0.94x) 139.23M(0.78x)
freetype 11.99M(1.53x) 23.87M(1.48x) 35.28M(1.10x) 93.17M(1.44x) 180.53M(1.38x) 409.08M(2.05x)
libcxx 27.57M(1.37x) 47.22M(1.62x) 44.12M(1.06x) 108.76M(1.53x) 134.50M(1.19x) 115.62M(0.70x)
libxml 17.12M(4.20x) 30.55M(3.69x) 51.53M(3.15x) 105.75M(3.27x) 178.02M(3.24x) 289.90M(3.96x)
re2 16.53M(1.31x) 25.09M(1.02x) 34.61M(0.76x) 66.69M(0.70x) 79.08M(0.38x) 96.89M(0.28x)
size 17.68M(1.59x) 34.97M(1.60x) 42.50M(1.05x) 110.44M(1.37x) 213.81M(1.37x) 277.56M(1.15x)
readelf 19.55M(1.36x) 38.91M(1.38x) 92.73M(1.68x) 130.27M(1.21x) 248.50M(1.16x) 374.85M(1.23x)
avconv 1.17M(1.30x) 2.60M(1.49x) 4.80M(1.49x) 5.67M(0.92x) 14.84M(1.20x) 45.20M(1.97x)
infotocap 3.44M(0.90x) 11.72M(1.78x) 16.84M(1.45x) 31.61M(1.00x) 50.70M(1.01x) 138.80M(1.81x)
pdftotext 3.59M(1.07x) 6.53M(1.05x) 10.76M(1.12x) 14.12M(0.90x) 34.67M(1.27x) 79.30M(1.95x)
tiff2bw 7.56M(0.30x) 31.67M(0.69x) 91.99M(1.09x) 108.93M(0.90x) 180.48M(0.96x) 220.82M(0.83x)
ffmpeg 3.75M(0.70x) 7.81M(0.89x) 17.62M(0.96x) 20.96M(0.63x) 39.97M(0.64x) 104.70M(0.88x)
Average increase 1.16x 1.28x 1.19x 1.19x 1.10x 1.13x
B. Super-linear Performance Acceleration
In this subsection, we try to explain the super-linear accel-
eration of UniFuzz to AFL-single-core. Generally speaking,
if we only expand AFL to a parallel model without optimiz-
ing the scheduling algorithm and mutation operator of AFL,
theoretically, the parallel mode won’t perform as good as
AFL-single-core with the same computation resources (i.e.,
expanding the execution times). The reason is that parallelism
always introduces additional overhead (e.g., seeds synchroniza-
tion and task distribution) regardless of the optimization to the
parallel mode. As a result, with the same testing resources, the
computation resources used on fuzzing seeds in the parallel
mode are less than those in AFL-single-core. Therefore, the
test cases produced by the parallel mode of AFL should be
less than those produced by extending the execution time of
AFL-single-core.
Based on this assumption, we analyze the average number
of test cases generated by UniFuzz and AFL-single-core on all
programs with different computation resources, which is listed
in Table IV. From Table IV, we can conclude, with the same
computation resources, averagely, UniFuzz generates more test
cases than AFL-single-core or at least the same, which is not
consistent with our inference.
Thus, we propose a hypothesis to explain the above result.
In the design of AFL, when it fuzzes a seed with the random
strategy and finds a new path, the energy (i.e., the number of
mutation chances for each seed) assigned to this seed will be
doubled. Though UniFuzz does not optimize the scheduling
algorithm and the mutation operators in the code-level (i.e.,
the energy assignation and mutation strategy of UniFuzz are
the same as those in AFL), the parallel mechanism of UniFuzz
allows it to test different seeds at the same time. Since these
seeds are selected and marked as favored by the scheduler
when UniFuzz finds new paths during fuzzing these seeds, the
energy assigned to these seeds will be doubled, which can
promote generating more test cases to reach new states. For
example, for seeds s1, s2, assigning energy e1, e2 to them,
they may discover the same path p3 with generating test case
s3. In AFL, it selects seeds orderly by fuzzing s2 after s1.
Once s1 has discovered path p3 and doubles the energy, when
s2 discovers path p3 again, the energy will not be doubled
again. So the total energy assigned to these two seeds in AFL
is (e1 ∗ 2 + e2). In contrast, UniFuzz can test these two seeds
concurrently. For s1 and s2, when UniFuzz mutates them in
different fuzzing instances to generate test cases and both
discover path p3, the energy allocated to s1 and s2 will be
both doubled. Therefore, the total energy assigned to these
two seeds of UniFuzz is (e1 ∗ 2 + e2 ∗ 2), which is more than
that of AFL. In other words, UniFuzz can give favored seeds
more energy by the parallel mechanism.
Fig. 4. The distribution of energy assigned to each seed and the times of
doubling energy in fuzzing readelf.
To verify this hypothesis, we analyze the energy allocation
of UniFuzz and AFL-single-core during fuzzing readelf with
32 units of computation resources. We record the energy
assigned to each seed and the times of doubling energy
during implementing random strategy. Fig. 4 shows the energy
distribution and the doubling energy times of UniFuzz and
AFL-single-core. Since lots of seeds are not fuzzed (i.e., the
energy assigned to these seeds are 0), we only focus on the
seeds that have been fuzzed and sort them by the energy
assigned. From Fig. 4(a), we can conclude, for seeds whose
serial numbers are close to 0, AFL-single-core and UniFuzz
both allocate high energy to them. The reason is that these
seeds are regarded as favored and their performance scores
are higher than other seeds, which means these seeds are more
likely to discover new paths than the others. For these seeds,
particularly whose serial numbers are less than 500, UniFuzz
allocates much more energy to them than AFL-single-core,
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which improves the efficiency of energy utilization. Therefore,
UniFuzz reaches a higher path coverage than AFL-single-core
in readelf by giving more energy to high-quality seeds.
Moreover, from Fig. 4(b), the times of doubling energy
on most seeds in UniFuzz are more than those in AFL-
single-core. We also report the total times of doubling energy
during UniFuzz and AFL-single-core fuzzing readelf, which
are 1,501 and 544, respectively. The total times of UniFuzz
doubling energy are 3x more than that of UniFuzz, which is
consistent with our hypothesis. This demonstrates that UniFuzz
assigns more energy on the seeds with a high probability of
finding new paths than AFL-single-core. In summary, parallel
mechanism can optimize AFL’s energy scheduling from a
global perspective.
C. Crashes Exposure Capability
During the experiments, UniFuzz triggers plenty of unique
crashes in the testing programs, which proves its capability of
exposing bugs. We count the average number of unique crashes
triggered by different tools with 128 units of computation
resources and list them in Table V. From Table V, in general,
UniFuzz outperforms the other three tools on boringssl, libcxx,
size, avconv, tic and pdftotext, which states that UniFuzz is
more efficient than other three tools in detecting crashes.
In more detail, we analyze these crashes and seeds by
AddressSanitizer and Valgrind and discover some vulnerabil-
ities in these programs. For the vulnerabilities found in the
programs of Google fuzzer-test-suite, we compare the vulner-
abilities with the information provided by Google fuzzer-test-
suite. Table VI has listed these vulnerabilities, where Y denotes
that this vulnerability has been exposed by Google fuzzer-test-
suite. According to this, UniFuzz finds 7 and 1 vulnerabilities
in libcxx and boringssl, respectively, which are not reported
by Google fuzzer-test-suite.
On other programs, UniFuzz discovers 8 vulnerabilities,
which are listed in Table VI. For example, UniFuzz finds 3
vulnerabilities in size. One is a heap-use-after-free vulnera-
bility, which is triggered when calling bfd section from shdr
function. One is triggered when calling bfd coff free symbols
function to attempt to free an invalid pointer. The other one is a
segmentation fault in objalloc alloc. We have submitted those
vulnerabilities to their vendors. And these three vulnerabilities
found in size have been acknowledged. For the heap-buffer-
overflow in avconv, since there is no way to register an account
in their bugzilla system and the email to respond to our report
email is meaningless, the vendor seems reluctant to fix this vul-
nerabilities. Moreover, we compare these vulnerabilities with
the existing CVEs. The global-buffer-overflow vulnerability
in Ncurses-6.1 has been confirmed as CVE-2019-17594 by
others.
D. Synchronization Overhead
In this subsection, we analyze the synchronization overhead
of UniFuzz in fuzzing different programs. To define the
synchronization overhead, we classify the states of each node,
except the main node and the database node, into fuzzing state
and non-fuzzing state according to whether the node is testing
a seed. In the non-fuzzing state, the node may request for a new
task or evaluate the new seeds. We define the overhead of a
TABLE V. UNIQUE CRASHES EXPOSED BY FOUR TOOLS IN 128 UNITS
Program UniFuzz AFL-single-core PAFL EnFuzz
boringssl 15 4 2 13
freetype 0 0 0 0
libcxx 689 80 127 40
libxml 0 0 0 0
re2 3 10 9 1
size 11 7 5 6
readelf 0 0 0 0
avconv 47 4 2 1
tic 264 60 68 34
pdftotext 453 73 33 278
tiff2bw 0 0 0 0
ffmpeg 0 0 0 0
TABLE VI. THE VULNERABILITIES FOUND BY UNIFUZZ
Program Type Position Status
libcxx Stack-overflow src/cxa demangle.cpp:1902 N
libcxx Stack-overflow src/cxa demangle.cpp:1904 N
libcxx Stack-overflow src/cxa demangle.cpp:4534 N
libcxx Stack-overflow src/cxa demangle.cpp:4536 N
libcxx Stack-overflow src/cxa demangle.cpp:378 N
libcxx Stack-overflow src/cxa demangle.cpp:4211 N
libcxx Stack-overflow src/cxa demangle.cpp:4214 N
boringssl Double-free boringssl/crypto/asn1/asn1 lib.c:460 N
size free invalid pointer binutils-2.34/bfd/coffgen.c:1782 A
size heap-use-after-free binutils-2.34/bfd/elf.c:2604 A
size SEGV binutils-2.34/bfd/opncls.c:978 A
avconv heap-buffer-overflow libavcodec/h264pred template.c:632 W
infotocap global-buffer-overflow ncurses/tinfo/comp hash.c:66:9 C
infotocap heap-buffer-overflow ncurses/tinfo/captoinfo.c:318:12 S
infotocap heap-buffer-overflow ncurses/tinfo/lib tparm.c:139:20 S
pdftotext SEGV xpdf/Catalog.cc:295 S
* In the status column of this table, “N” indicates the vulnerability found in the program
from Google fuzzer-test-suite has never been reported. “A” means the vulnerability has
been acknowledged. “W” means the vendor wouldn’t fix or accepted it. “C” means it
has been assigned a CVE number. “S” means the vulnerability has been submitted to
the vendor, and we’re waiting for a reply.
fuzzing node as the time duration when this node is in the non-
fuzzing state. Then we can calculate the global overhead of
UniFuzz based on this. Generally speaking, with the increasing
of the parallel scale, the overhead of each node will rise up
as the number of new seeds to be evaluated increases rapidly.
Therefore, we record the time interval of each node in different
states during the entire fuzzing process with 128 units of
computation resources. Then we calculate the summation of
the time of other nodes in non-fuzzing state. According to
this, we report the synchronization overhead in Table VII.
From Table VII, the overhead of UniFuzz on 11/12 pro-
grams is under 1%. Particularly, on freetype, avconv, infotocap,
pdftotext and ffmpeg, the overhead is no more than 0.1%. It can
be concluded that the synchronization overhead of UniFuzz is
low. Almost all computation resources are used to mutate seeds
and execute test cases in each node.
VI. DISCUSSION
A. Decreasing the task conflicts to the single-node level
The dynamic scheduling strategy solves the duplicate seed
challenges for parallel fuzzing. For duplicate work, as fuzzing
tasks are dispatched in a serial manner, each fuzzing instance
performs different work—mutating different seeds, which has
a low probability of generating conflict test cases. Note that we
do not avoid task conflicts completely. In fact, the single-node
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TABLE VII. SYNCHRONIZATION OVERHEAD OF UNIFUZZ IN 128
UNITS
Program Time in non-fuzzing state(s) Overhead
boringssl 9,268 2.01%
freetype 166 0.04%
libcxx 4,458 0.97%
libxml 915 0.20%
re2 3,406 0.74%
size 1,295 0.28%
readelf 670 0.15%
avconv 48 0.01%
infotocap 375 0.08%
pdftotext 147 0.03%
tiff2bw 1,870 0.41%
ffmpeg 208 0.05%
Average 1,902 0.41%
mode fuzzing is also possible to generate conflict test cases
by mutating different seeds. Moreover, it is also possible to
generate conflict test cases by randomly mutating the same
seed for multiple times. What we achieve is, decreasing the
task conflict of parallel fuzzing to the same level as the single-
node fuzzing, namely avoids the task conflicts introduced by
parallelism. We have proved the effectiveness of reducing
duplicate seeds by comparing our work with the single-node
mode of AFL in the evaluation section.
B. Workload balance and fault tolerance
Our approach distributes fuzzing tasks in a request-
response manner. A fuzzing instance would request a fuzzing
task once it has finished a task, unlike the static distribution
strategy that is limited by the workload imbalance, poor
scalability, and low fault tolerance. Our dynamic dispatching
method can easily expand to a large scale and balance the
workload automatically without concerning the computing
capacity of each fuzzing instance. Besides, removing a fuzzing
instance will not affect the operating of the distribution.
The workloads would be digested by the remaining instances
automatically.
C. Super-linear acceleration
In 2020, Bo¨hme et al. [28] proposed an empirical law
in fuzzing that finding the same bugs linearly faster requires
linearly more machines, and finding linearly more bugs in
the same time requires exponentially more machine. This
empirical law was observed based on the assumption that
no synchronization cost exists, so that concurrently running
fuzzing instances has the same performance as the sum of
running each fuzzing instance individually. However, in reality,
our experiments show that even take the synchronization cost
into account, an optimized parallel fuzzing can achieve a super-
linear acceleration, which might threaten the validation of this
empirical law. We believe this interesting result can light up
the future research of parallel fuzzing.
D. Testing environment influence
During the experiments, an unexpected phenomenon we
encounter is that the number of unoccupied computing cores
can greatly affect the performance of parallel fuzzing. More
specifically, running parallel fuzzing on a machine with spare
computing cores performs much better than running on a fully-
loaded machine. For example, for certain cases, running with
128 fully-occupied cores performs even worse than using only
64 working cores with 64 spare cores. This is because of the
resource contention, including the contention of CPU, memory,
syscall, file system access, etc. Some general operations in
fuzzing, such as fork() and file read()/write() are
not specially designed for parallel computing, which scales
worse in a parallel environment and can cause a dramatic
performance deduction when the cores increase to a certain
number [2]. Bo¨hme et al. also noticed this phenomenon, and
they left 20% cores unused to avoid interference in their
experiments [28]. Nevertheless, this phenomenon also depends
on the characteristic of the PUT, such as the memory access
feature. Thus, it is indeterministic. This phenomenon reminds
us that in addition to optimizing the parallelism, the testing
environment also plays a significant role.
E. Extensible performance
UniFuzz is implemented on top of vanilla AFL, and we
concentrate on improving the performance of fuzzing by
optimizing the parallel scheme, such as avoiding task conflicts,
balancing the workload, and accelerating the synchronization.
However, our tool can be further optimized from an orthogonal
direction, namely the critical steps in coverage-guided fuzzing.
For example, optimizing seed generation [19–22], mutation
strategy [22–25], seed prioritization [20, 26, 27], etc. We
also consider improving the diversity of fuzzing instances in
UniFuzz, like EnFuzz, to take advantage of different fuzzers.
By combining such optimized techniques, the performance of
UniFuzz can be improved further.
As a prototype tool, UniFuzz uses MongoDB as its
database, which can be a potential bottleneck when the nodes
increase. Although we have run experiments on 128 nodes and
haven’t met the limitation of the database, it might emerge
when the nodes increase, for example, to 1024 nodes. To alle-
viate this situation, we can replace the database with Redis [41]
or a distributed database. In this way, the performance shall
improve further.
In our future work, we consider improving UniFuzz from
the above aspects.
VII. RELATED WORK
Algorithm Optimization. Most research improves fuzzing
efficiency by designing novel algorithms from several di-
rections such as seed prioritization, the mutation strategy,
the application scenario, and combing other techniques. Both
AFLFast [40] and Fairfuzz [16] improve fuzzing efficiency
by optimizing the method of selecting seeds. The former
tends to mutate those seeds with low path frequency, and
the latter modifies seeds whose hit count is relatively small.
The author of AFLFast also implemented a directed grey-box
fuzzer AFLGo [27] towards bug prone locations. In order to
mitigate the collision problem of bitmap, Gan et al. introduced
CollAFL [42], which provides more accurate coverage infor-
mation. Moreover, some fuzzers focus on different application
scenarios. KAFL [7] was designed to detect vulnerabilities
in operating systems. PTfuzz [43] leverages Intel Processor
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Trace to collect edge coverage information and feeds it back to
the fuzzing process. On the other hand, combining with other
techniques, the fuzzing efficiency is enhanced. Driller [44],
T-Fuzz [45], and QSYM [46] leverage symbolic execution to
improve fuzzing performance. VUZZER [47] and Angora [48]
utilize taint analysis to gather dynamic and static information
of target programs to assist fuzzing. The latter also uses gradi-
ent descent to solve path constraints, which brings significant
improvement in LAVA-M test [49].
Parallel Optimization Another direction of improving
fuzzing efficiency is increasing computing resources to par-
allelize fuzzing tasks. To enhance the efficiency of symbolic
execution, Cloud9 [50] divides the searching scope into several
pieces to share workload with each computing core. Liang [51]
also solved the challenge of path explosion by sharing results
which are got from solving constraint into different computing
cores. Xie [52] proposed a parallel framework in 2010, which
leverages grid computing for large scale fuzzing. The frame-
work was implemented by storing fuzzing jobs in a server and
scheduling remote clients to download these jobs. However,
this kind of static scheduling results in an unbalanced partition
of workload. The above works focus on scheduling fuzzing
tasks to computing resources appropriately, which makes fewer
efforts to innovate synchronizing and sharing mechanisms.
To parallelize AFL, AFL-P[34] extends its scalability by
utilizing multiple processes to run multiple fuzzer instances
to synchronize seeds between these instances. However, the
scalability of AFL-P is limited because it is unavailable to
access when utilizing computing resources across machines.
Roving [29] and disfuzz [30] addressed this problem with
the help of the client/server structure. They share new seeds
with each computing core in a fixed time interval, which
enhances the scalability but produces redundant work and task
conflicts, which leads to severe waste of computing resources.
Li et al. [53] designed a tree structure to store coverage
information instead of bitmap. Also, they leverage a polling
mechanism to reduce redundant works and avoid conflicts, but
this mechanism results in large performance-consuming.
Several recent works focus on partitioning fuzzing tasks to
avoid redundant work. In PAFL [32], local guiding information
from each fuzzer instance is synchronized with the global
guiding information. According to the guiding information,
PAFL assigns different task segments divided by grouping
branches to different fuzzer instances. PAFL speeds up the
fuzzing process, but it cannot run in a distributed system
across multiple machines. Another work, which is also called
PAFL [35], collects dynamic execution information and dis-
patches parts of the target programs with weak relationship,
which reduces redundant work. However, the weakness of
this work is difficult to divide the target program into parts
accurately. Finding “key bytes” of input by mutation to reach
those deep paths is another contribution of this work, but has
high time complexity.
Different from the above works, EnFuzz [33] defines the
diversity of fuzzers and chooses several novel fuzzers (AFL,
AFLFast, FairFuzz, libfuzzer, radasma, QSYM) based on the
diversity standard. It synchronizes seeds and coverage infor-
mation to the global nodes, thus local nodes sharing interesting
seeds with each other. However, EnFuzz only supports sharing
guiding information based on file system, and the coverage
information of fuzzers is quite different between each other,
which limits the scalability of EnFuzz.
For fuzzing based on large scale computing resources,
Google proposed Clusterfuzz [36], which is a scalable fuzzing
infrastructure. Clusterfuzz supports coverage-based grey-box
fuzzers (e.g., LibFuzzer and AFL) and black-box fuzzers. As
the fuzzing backend for OSS-Fuzz [54], it has uncovered
thousands of vulnerabilities. However, some necessary guiding
information is still not utilized by the system. To address the
scalability bottlenecks, Wen et al. [2] designed new operating
primitives to speed up AFL and Libfuzzer by 6.1x to 28.9x and
1.1x to 735.7x with 120 cores. Although this work improves
fuzzing performance with underutilized CPU cores, there is
still room for improvement by scheduling the fuzzing tasks
and extending multi-core parallelism to distributed parallelism.
P-fuzz [31] leverages the computing resources of distributed
system to enhance fuzzing efficiency. It alleviates task conflicts
in part by adopting database-centric architecture. But imbal-
ance still exists, some seeds are overused, while others are idle.
On the other hand, a database bottleneck will occur when there
are too many nodes that produce a large number of seeds to
share.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we designed and implemented a distributed
fuzzing optimization based on a dynamic centralized task
scheduling, called UniFuzz. It has merits such as low task con-
flicts, low synchronization overhead, no workload imbalance,
and scales well in a distributed environment. The experiments
on real-world programs show that UniFuzz outperforms state-
of-the-art tools such as AFL, PAFL, and EnFuzz. UniFuzz also
discovered 16 real-world vulnerabilities. Most importantly,
the experiment reveals a counter-intuitive result that parallel
fuzzing can achieve a super-linear acceleration to the single-
core fuzzing. We made a detailed explanation and proved it
with additional experiments.
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